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T his book describes the author ’ s experience and
shares opinions relating to recovering from an accident
and all the changes that came along with it. Some names,
details, and sequences in the book have been changed to
protect the identities of those involved. The rest is a true
story of life change.

The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new
landscapes, but in having new eyes.
—Marcel Proust
You have to be displaced from what’s comfortable and
routine, and then you get to see things with fresh eyes, with
new eyes.
—Amy Tan
To travel is to take a journey into yourself.
—Danny Kaye
Life experience is what defines our character, even if
it means getting your heart broken or being lied to. You
know, you need the downs to appreciate the ups. Going on
the adventure or taking that risk is important.
—Nev Schulman
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J ust L et G o

W ith my heart racing and chilled to the bone , I
gripped the edge of the airplane door. Harnessed between
the long legs of a man I’d met only a half hour before, I had
to focus on Randy’s words.
“Okay, Heidi, head back and cross your arms,” he commanded. “And . . . let’s . . . GO!”
Jumping at ten thousand feet—that was when I just let
go. Arms extended and eyes wide open, I was free-falling
through the frigid air. Everything was flapping, from my
forehead to my cheeks and lips. I could hear the light blue
material of my jumpsuit beating violently like a sail in an
ocean storm’s wind gust. Suddenly, I focused in on a jumper
nearby, the videographer filming us. In tandem, Randy and
I were heading straight for him.
I watched the videographer falling flat-backed, his
abdomen toward the sky, as if in an orchestrated scene in an
action thriller. Then Randy quickly grabbed his legs. From
there, the three of us—like synchronized swimmers—did
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circles in the air again and again and again. All of my fear and
anxiety had been overtaken by these moments of dancing
at high speeds. It felt effortless!
Totally in awe, I screamed, “Hoooooly shit!”
Within a matter of seconds, Randy released the videographer’s legs. We separated like magnets with similar poles,
and I quickly lost sight of him. Then Randy pulled the parachute cord. Together, we jerked to a forced reduced speed,
which didn’t feel all that slow to me. Although we had freefallen for about sixty seconds, we still had a long way to go
before hitting the flat field below. To give us more breathing room, he loosened the harness, creating a contrast to the
intimate and intense contact of the past few minutes.
“This isn’t your first jump,” Randy shouted so I could
hear.
“Oh yes, it is. And that was fuckin’ awesome.”
“But you didn’t seem afraid of it at all. You’re embracing
the jump as if it were routine.”
“I’ve gone through one hell of a year. I broke my neck
and got a divorce. Need I say more?”

Juggling Lots of Balls
Only a year prior to throwing myself out of that airplane,
I was juggling a lot of balls: a happy marriage to a successful
Brazilian chef; a home outside of Fort Lauderdale, Florida;
and a physically active lifestyle, partaking in all the outdoor
sports that the sun, sand, and water of Florida have to offer.
The most consuming “ball” was a sixty-hour-a-week career
as an ambitious, globetrotting travel-industry executive.
I thought I was Superwoman.

Just Let Go
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But despite my belief that I had things under control, it
all came crashing down. Exactly one year before this skydiving adventure, all those balls I juggled—health, marriage,
and career—dropped when a thousand-pound tree limb
struck me down in New York’s Hudson River Valley. The
limb broke my neck and left me unconscious for days.
If you have read my previous book When All Balls
Drop, you followed me through the pain and frustration of
recovery from such a traumatic injury while my marriage
disintegrated and my career vanished. When I could, I
returned to Poughkeepsie, New York, to revisit The Tree.
Doing so sparked a shift in perspective that guided me to
redesign my life. Standing in the same place with the same
tree—but seeing it with new eyes—marked the end of one
agonizing chapter of my recovery and the beginning of a
wholesale life change.
That’s why on the anniversary of the traumatic tree
accident, I was tied to another man’s waist, embracing life
not close to the edge but off that edge, celebrating the gift
of seeing the world with new eyes.
After that game-changing visit to The Tree, much
healing still lay ahead. With New Eyes picks up where When
All Balls Drop left off, starting with a pilgrimage back to my
home town in Wisconsin.

M y P i lg r i m a g e H o m e

I hadn ’ t called W isconsin home for nearly fifteen
years, but something was calling me back to where everything started.
Where I grew up in Galesville, we had only three
seasons: construction season, deer-hunting season, and a
long and blustery winter. Even though every ounce of that
younger me left rural western Wisconsin for exotic new
places, I felt the need to check in with that home of my
childhood. I sought familiar places that would spark the
dormant memories and welcoming faces of lifelong friends
who had become like family—my clan.
I marked a new chapter with this pilgrimage. I went
from South Florida and its fast-paced, trendy, congested
cities to its polar opposite: this landscape of bluffs, hills,
and fields peppered with small- and medium-sized towns,
where trucks, cars, and tractors shared the road without
meeting a toll or traffic light. The only similarity between
the two places? Humidity. If you think Florida is hot and
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humid, try Wisconsin in July. It’s the height of mosquito
and mayfly season.
After a whole day of travel from Fort Lauderdale
through Atlanta, Charlotte, and dreaded O’Hare, I was
finally on my last leg of what seemed like a trip around the
world. I looked out my window as we swooped closer to
the Mississippi River, nearing La Crosse Regional Airport,
the closest airport to my hometown. I saw the almost mirrorlike limestone bluffs of Wisconsin on one side and its
treelined, puzzle-piece twin in Minnesota.
Imagine! It had been five years since my last visit.
Although the sights were familiar, this time I saw them
with new eyes. I had grown up in God’s country, with its
towering bluffs, mighty river, and lush valleys. I had been
surrounded by picturesque beauty without truly appreciating how special it was. It took leaving it, traveling the
world, and getting a blunt hit in the head to see I grew up
in the Garden of Eden—ironic, given that “Garden of Eden”
is Galesville’s nickname.

My Dear Friend
Greeting me at the only arrival gate at the dinky La
Crosse airport was my dear friend Caris. She hugged me
cautiously, saying, “I’m a little afraid to hug you. I don’t
know how healed you are from the accident.”
I responded, “I’m on the mend and still doing therapy.
My doctor says I have a neck stronger than anyone in the
general public.”
From behind Caris’s legs peeked a little blonde girl,
the spitting image of her mom. She was standing beside a
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double stroller with a baby boy who had the same powderblue eyes. Not having met either one before, I bent over,
looked at the girl, and introduced myself. “I’m Heidi. Who
are you?”
In a bashful yet quite mature voice, she replied, “I’m
Edie. I’m almost three. That’s Clay, my brother. He’s a baby.”
I laughed and smiled, saying, “I liked three. It’s a great
age. Shall we head home?”
Edie grabbed her mom’s hand and quietly said, “I gotta
go potty.”
Caris said, “Heidi, wait for your bag here. I’m going on
a field trip.”
As I grabbed my suitcase for the next two weeks, I saw
Caris, Edie, and stroller exiting the bathroom. I quickly
followed Caris with my backpack in tow and headed to
the green Jeep. I think she had more to load into the car
than I did: stroller, baby bag, Clay and Edie into their car
seats, and of course a big stylish purse. Always a couture
shopper with great taste, she was constantly on the prowl
for a bargain.
We left the La Crosse airport and drove along the oh-sofamiliar roads, passing my dad’s favorite—or any midwestern
man’s, for that matter—store, Menard’s, and the pick-yourown strawberry patches. Filled with mixed emotions, I was
anxious yet happy to be back. I knew everyone. It was going
to be like Norm walking into the Cheers bar, but instead of
one bar, it would be the same response entering the bank,
gas station, or one of the three bars on Main Street alone.
However, I knew that homecomings are sometimes not all
that you expect them to be. How was this homecoming
going to play out? With a kid-appropriate CD of popular
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music and Edie singing lead as background music, I knew
I was coming home for a good dose of memory lane, but
I had expected a different soundtrack. Was it too much to
ask for some Garth Brooks or AC/DC?
When we arrived in my old stomping grounds of Trempealeau—a beautiful little town on the banks of the Mississippi populated by 1,400 Green Bay Packers football
fans—Caris and her husband, Steve, couldn’t have been
more welcoming. They gave me my own bedroom and a
selection of four types of pillows, not knowing exactly what
support I needed for my recovering neck. I was thrilled to
see that there were glow-in-the-dark stars on the ceiling
that had been put up by Steve’s eldest son, Kaleb. As I was
still experiencing sleepless nights, I would have something
to count other than sheep.
Although Caris was a great cook, she and Steve knew
that the best first meal would be at my first employer, the
Historic Trempealeau Hotel, for its world-famous walnut
burger and walnut balls. It was a ritual; when in Trempealeau, eat at The Hotel. I was game, and the kiddos were
excited, but I made them twist my arm anyway.
Edie begged us. “Please, Heidi. I love playing at The
Hotel. Please.”
Steve chimed in. “There’s a deck chair with your name
on it. Please.”
Caris made the call. “It’s final. To The Hotel. Get in the
Jeep.”
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My First Job
As if no time had passed, our whole gang entered the
same door I entered in high school for my first job and then
for many of my hometown milestones. The bar, tables, and
decor were the same; only the jukebox had been updated
and the shuffleboard removed. I felt like I had walked into
a time machine.
To get a better idea of what Steve and I would order
with our meal, I looked at the taps. The very same bicycle
was placed over the old-school ice chest advertising bike
rentals, but the tap beers were different.
As we walked closer to the bar, a young blond bartender
peered up from the dish sink. “Can I get you something?”
I recognized him as someone who had been a few years
behind me in school. I remembered his mother accompanying me for many singing contests throughout school. But for
the life of me, I couldn’t remember his name. A lot of water
had gone under the bridge and over the dam.
I replied, “We’ll grab some once we get a good spot. By
the way, it’s been quite some time. Nice to see ya! Say hi to
your mom for me.”
As if I were a homing pigeon, I went straight for everyone’s favorite spot: the deck and the Adirondack chairs.
From the perfect chair, I overlooked the Mississippi River;
Lock and Dam 6, which connected Trempealeau to the coast
of MinneSNOWta; and the wooden stage where I used to
sing and award prizes when I was Miss Trempealeau at the
age of eighteen. How naïve I was then! I didn’t think I was
invincible, but I thought I had things under control. I had a
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clear life plan. I would be a bilingual doctor spending half
of the year abroad in a Spanish-speaking country. I would
be married to Mr. Right. And I wouldn’t live in small-town
Wisconsin. I needed a more metropolitan area to call home.
Quickly, Caris took care of getting Edie and Clay comfortable at a round picnic table on the deck, while Steve,
like any midwestern man, got up and bought a round of
drinks. The next round was on me, as were the walnut
balls. Just as I had remembered having made and served
them countless times, the walnut balls were a delight—a
vegetarian’s guilty pleasure made from various Wisconsin
cheeses, onions, bread crumbs, eggs, spices, and of course
walnuts. Once you’ve had them with the spicy mustard
sauce, you will crave them. They’re almost as addictive as
McDonald’s french fries. Mind you, even though there isn’t
any meat, they still pack on a boatload of calories from two
of my favorite food groups: nuts and cheese. I wouldn’t be
a good Wisconsinite and granddaughter of a cheese maker
if I didn’t like them.

Bedtime
It didn’t take long for bedtime to set in for the kiddos,
but not for me. I had been taking sleeping pills for months,
trying to overcome the nights of tossing and turning that
started with the marriage betrayal. Caris took the kids up
to bed while Steve offered me a beer from the fridge in the
garage. Then, he showed me a couple tricks about the Jeep,
most importantly about the four-wheel drive, trunk, and
gas tank. It would be my mode of transportation and source
of freedom while I was in Wisconsin.
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After calling it a night, I took a chance with the poor cell
reception in Trempealeau and quickly called my lifelong
friend Adriana for directions to our rendezvous, my father’s
former cabin near Winter, Wisconsin. I had frequented
Winter and Black Dan Lake many times when I was a child,
before there was a cabin. However, I visited only twice after
my father built the cabin. I had been too far away and too
busy to spend time in the Wisconsin backwoods.
Through the static of our connection, I shyly asked,
“Can you repeat the directions from Johansen’s Corner Bar
and Bumble Bee Road?”
We hung up agreeing to meet the following afternoon
around four at the cabin, as cell phone service there was
nil. I plugged in my iPhone and placed it on my chest out
of habit, just as I did during my recovery. Then I took a
sleeping pill and turned out the light. I hoped that the
combo of taking a pill and counting the stars would work.
I needed a good night’s sleep; I had a solo road trip ahead of
me in the morning.

Churches Versus Bars

F ueled with a maple bear claw with two heart healthy strips of bacon on top and a cup of strong black
coffee, I started the Jeep, threw in my backpack, and waved
to Caris, Edie, and Clay as they went for their morning walk.
Knowing I would have few radio stations to choose from,
only a kid-appropriate CD, and no cell phone reception
most of the way to the cabin, I had to come up with a plan.
What would keep me entertained for the next few hours?
It wasn’t long until an idea struck me. Within four
blocks of leaving Caris’s home, I passed two bars as well as
the Catholic church and the Lutheran church. That was it!
I would keep tally of the number of churches compared to
bars on my journey to northern Wisconsin.
I left Trempealeau and its lush, green, tree-lined bluffs
behind, with only a flat road ahead of me. I drove toward
my childhood home, once a hobby farm with sheep. It had
been decades since the sheep and several years since my
father sold the house. Perhaps much has changed.
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Off the main road into Little Tamarack Valley, our
family’s house was still nestled among an apple orchard,
a dairy farm, and fields of both soybeans and corn. With
summer in full swing, it was actually hard to see a home at
the end of the gravel driveway. I smiled at my childhood
memories of walking that driveway to and from the bus,
first with my mother waiting for me and then spreading my
wings, able to walk alone.
Although I knew I probably shouldn’t, I was curious.
I drove up the driveway. The red sheds that housed our
sheep, my mother’s antique shop, and my playhouse were
all still standing. The trees around the house—especially
the evergreens—had grown by twenty feet. However, the
weeping willow that graced the lower level yard near the
pond had vanished.
I slowly curved up and around the house, which
appeared to be the same. How I’d love to enter it and see
my bedroom! Had they removed the original wallpaper
that I covered with various layers of paint? I chose the color
depending on my phases growing up—from avocado green
to pink to aqua and finally to just plain white. Would my
father’s room still have the essence of Patchouli?
I continued driving past the house and down the gravel
hill, looking past the sheds to the pasture. There, I had spent
many an afternoon adventuring with my childhood friends,
Caesar, an old Saint Bernard, and Mouse, a mutt resembling
a German shepherd. As a special treat, my dad would roast
hot dogs at the top of pasture’s hill near a small limestone
rock. Next to that same rock, he later built his first cabin.
How I missed those adventures!
Although everything—the driveway, main house, red
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sheds, and the pasture—felt familiar, I had remembered
everything larger. It was as if I were peering in on a dollhouse. My childhood home appeared in miniature. I guess
that’s what growing up does to you. Would it be the same
at the cabin and Black Dan Lake?
Knowing I had a full day ahead to get to my father’s
second cabin, I chose not to linger; after all, I was trespassing in a place where everybody owned a gun. I sped down
the driveway where I’d learned to ski, ride a bike, and drive
a stick shift.

Venturing On
With a pen and tally sheet as my copilot, I ventured
on, passing through unincorporated towns that only had—
you guessed it—a bar or a church. I drove past farm after
farm and soybean field after cornfield until a familiar ridge
appeared. Then I snaked my way up to an overlook of absolutely serene, unspoiled countryside and a town appropriately named Arcadia. Who knew that in the land of brats,
kielbasa, and lefse there was a town with a name inspired
by the Greeks! And it was true to its Greek meaning: a
place offering peace and simplicity.
At the sight of a Quick Mart, I stopped for a needed
caffeine buzz and bathroom break. On my quest to find
the bathroom, I passed a display of trucker hats. I instantly
realized that I had forgotten my standby, a mischievous
black hat, at Caris’s home. I needed a hat because every
travel day is a bad hair day. On my second pass of the hats,
I chose the only non-sports-related hat, a John Deere hat
with its classic colors, green and white, and a bright-yellow
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deer logo front and center. I put it on and looked into the
small, stick-on mirror above the display carousal. Although
my green calico eyes barely peeked out from beneath
the big bill, I pulled back my brunette hair into a small
ponytail and nodded with a sassy smirk. After my impulsive
shopping detour, I quickly grabbed a Diet Coke and a bag
of peanuts to keep Hangry Heidi, my alter ego, at bay until
dinner and drinks at the cabin. But before leaving, I looked
at my tally sheet. The number of bars was nearly double the
number of churches.
During another two hours on the road trailing tractors,
hay trailers, and semis, I passed through small town after
small town. But one stood out in my mind because of its
unusual claim to fame: Cadott.
There, nearly halfway on my journey to the Northwoods of Wisconsin, I saw a large billboard that read, “You
are now halfway between the equator and the North Pole.”
Golly gee, I haven’t been to either the equator or the North
Pole, but heck, now I’ve been to Cadott. At that point, I tallied
the numbers again. Lo and behold, the total of churches
was creeping up. However, I predicted that the farther I
drove north, the more likely it was that the tally of bars
would take a commanding lead over churches.
After driving two and a half hours from my childhood
home, I finally made it to my supply stop to buy groceries
before reaching the cabin. The three-hundred-person town
of Winter had a co-op store—small but with all the basics:
beer, meat, cheese, and of course hardware and hunting and
fishing supplies. With a cart full of my essentials—peanuts,
beer, two bottles of wine, cheese, chips, cookies, and grillable fare—I counted on Adriana and her family to bring the
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rest. That would have to include water, as the cabin didn’t
have running water.
After leaving Winter, I passed Johansen’s Corner Bar
and turned onto Bumble Bee Road. Within a mile on the
left stood the small cedar cabin where I’d stayed with my
father and my husband only three summers before. Oh,
how I had changed! I was Heidi 2.0, albeit with some major
bugs to work out. But the cabin remained the same, just
like the Trempealeau Hotel.
Noting I’d arrived before Adriana, I felt like taking a
nap, so off to the hammock I went. It overlooked Black
Dan Lake with its small island and plenty of tranquility.
There, I tallied my counts—bars versus churches—but it
was almost too close to call. To make sure it was accurate,
I would count them again on my return trip.

W i n t e r i n t h e S u mm e r

L ocated on a small peninsula on the shores of B lack
Dan Lake, this cabin had been my father’s dream for decades.
The land had been discovered by a family friend and
hunting buddy with a contagious laugh, Matt, in the early
eighties. He and his Madison-based family purchased
various plots with the potential to build on them. My dad
made many investments over his lifetime; most didn’t pan
out well financially, like with the G. Heileman Brewing
Company. But to him, counting on Matt and the setting
was a good bet. He also purchased a small lot to build on
someday—or at least to provide Matt and his family some
privacy.
I had first visited Black Dan Lake with Matt and his
family at the wee age of ten, when I was curious and unafraid
of the frigid water. All day long, I entertained myself by
capturing crayfish—or crawdads, as my dad called them—
and little sunfish with a net and went swimming. Because
I stayed close to the dock, I was always baffled by how far
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away the island in the middle of the lake looked from the
shore. It appeared to be such a grand feat to reach the island,
even by canoe. After thoroughly exhausting myself playing
like a fish in the water, I would enjoy the evening campfires
and moonlight dancing on the lake. Matt and my dad would
nightly tell stories of their past adventures, always including
some hiccups and mistakes along the way. With both men
drinking scotch, the stories got better the later it got, as did
Matt’s laughter, until the fire burned out.
At that time, the lake sported very few homes and most
didn’t house full-time residents. Regardless of the day of the
week or holiday weekend, we’d only see a handful of fishermen with their trolling boats searching for the Loch Ness
monster of Black Dan (a.k.a. a big trophy musky fish). Or
maybe the guys were simply escaping their Mrs.
Although my first adventurous visit to Black Dan Lake
was memorable, I didn’t frequent it much. Shortly after that
first time, my parents divorced, and I spent my summers
with my mother in Boston. Later in high school and college,
work or other activities took up much of my free time.
Almost ten years after my father purchased the property, it
took an empty nest to cause him to build on it. At the time,
he worked at the local college full-time with choice professor hours: long breaks and summers off. So he thought it
was time to have a cabin on Black Dan Lake.
He employed a group of Amish builders to construct
his quaint, cedar-sided cabin. I came to visit shortly after
he’d finished. It was a weekend in October that should
have been perfect for sitting around the stove inside or a
campfire outside to admire the beautiful fall colors. But not
that year. The “unveiling of the cabin” weekend was the
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coldest October ever, it seemed. There was frost on the
windows and no need to put the food in the fridge, as it was
cold enough in the cabin. When we arrived, we lit a fire in
the stove and had to leave for a good hour for it to warm
up enough to get settled and go to sleep. To pass the time,
we walked a half mile to the closest restaurant and bar,
which also rented small rooms and cottages. It was called
the Bumble Bee.
After that, each time we visited Black Dan, a visit to
the Bumble Bee became a must. It had the only interior
design possible in northern Wisconsin—pine walls covered
with mounted deer, musky, and bass, plus enough greenand-gold Packer signs, posters, and clocks to intimidate any
Vikings or Bears fan into submission.
Its friendly owner, Pete, could always be found behind
the bar. He was in his late fifties and was of Scandinavian
descent. Like most bartenders, his memory was as strong as
a steel trap. He always remembered my dad’s scotch on the
rocks (but then again, how many Northwoods men drink
scotch? For them, it was beer for breakfast, beer for lunch,
and beer for dinner.)
After my first visit to the cabin, I vowed never to visit
again in the fall or winter. I would only visit our Winter
cabin in the summer. Yes, you read that right; our cabin in
Winter, Wisconsin, was only for the summer, which is a
good rule of thumb for most destinations in the Midwest.
However, if you want to learn to ice fish and freeze your
butt off, be our guest. Say hello to Pete for us!

W e e k e nd - L o ng
Open House

A fter my father had retired , sold my childhood
home in Galesville, and moved to Fort Lauderdale in
the same neighborhood as RB and I, he’d take a long trip
to Winter each summer. He traded time in the Florida
humidity for a dose of Wisconsin hot summer nights and
mosquito bites. However, after only two years, he said
he was growing tired of the drive as well as the lack of
cable and cell phone service. The hermit crab also had his
limits! So one summer, my father invited my husband and
me to his cabin, hoping I could persuade Adriana and her
husband, John, to join us. Already thinking of selling, he had
kept caring for the place because he couldn’t bear turning it
over to a stranger.
With my husband not being well-versed in roughing it,
I knew the long weekend in the Northwoods would prove
adventurous. He and I boarded a plane in Fort Lauderdale
for Minneapolis, where Adriana and John would pick us up
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to stay at their house. We’d leave in the morning to drive to
the cabin. However, due to a tight connection in Charlotte
and unexpected summer storms, we got stuck overnight
in North Carolina at a cheap, paper-thin-walled airport
hotel with the closest food options being a Cracker Barrel
or a 7-Eleven. We picked the lesser of the two evils. Which
would that be?
With only this minor setback and a little indigestion,
we met Adriana and John at the airport the next morning.
From there, it was a two-hour drive to the cabin to join
my father for the weekend. The car ride provided time for
Adriana and me to play catch-up. I don’t remember John or
my husband getting a word in edgewise. Quite honestly, I
didn’t get to explain much either; Adriana has always been
a charming Chatty Cathy.
Two hours passed quickly. Before we knew it, we were
at the co-op store buying beer, wine, summer sausage,
cheese, bacon, eggs, steaks, cookies, and water. I knew my
father would never bring enough drinking water; he was
like a camel.
After a fifteen-minute drive past Johansen’s Corner
Bar and down Bumble Bee Road, we turned into the
driveway of my father’s cabin. He greeted us in his summer
uniform—blue shorts and sandals—and had built a welcoming fire outside. Little did Adriana and John know they
were attending a weekend-long open house.

Hospitality and Adventure
We unpacked the car that had more food than the
dorm-room-sized fridge could hold and placed other per-
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ishables in a cooler. Then we all sat around the fire pit and
gave a toast, hoisting the first cold beer of the day.
In conversation, I shared my latest business trips to
Berlin and Costa Rica—wonderful locations, but they
were all the same to me. I only saw the inside of hotels
and conference rooms, convention centers, and taxis. And
my busy travel schedule was just beginning!
As we settled in, I asked my dad, “Have you visited the
Bumble Bee yet?”
He replied, “I did, but I haven’t gone this week. I
was waiting for you. How about taking a canoe ride over
there?”
With a unanimous yes, we finished our beers and
grabbed my father’s homemade kayak and his thirty-fiveyear-old aluminum canoe, which felt like it was full of
bricks. We would launch them at the dock down the hill
and take a half-hour paddle past the island over to the
Bumble Bee’s small beach.
With four of us squeezed into the canoe—Adriana and
I in the middle and the two men with paddles at the front
and back—my father kayaked circles around us. Landing
at the beach well before us, he had the best opportunity
to capture what happened next.
As I mentioned, my husband wasn’t an experienced
outdoorsman and was certainly not good at canoeing.
Adriana and I had gotten out in the calf-deep water without
tipping the canoe. But when John was trying to steady
the canoe and my husband got out, it capsized, leaving a
yard-sale spread of life jackets, can coolers, and paddles.
The captain and first mate got all wet! Although we all
remained silent, I could hear the boisterous laughter of my
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dad’s hunting bud, Matt, rippling across the lake from past
canoe-tippings of my childhood. He laughed for all of us.
Like a motley crew, we walked up the hill to the Bumble
Bee bar, which was nearly empty. This time, it was not only
its jolly owner, Pete, who told us of his latest musky catch,
but also a local fisherman. Including the fisherman, we were
six patrons.
The look on Pete’s face told us he was happy to see his
bar as full as it had been all summer. We ordered a round
of Spotted Cow beers from New Glarus, Wisconsin. Plus
we asked for three orders of cheese curds and a bunch of
quarters for the pool table.
The older fisherman and Pete had witnessed the canoetipping incident but had remained quiet upon our entrance.
With neither entertainment nor the patience to keep a joke
all to himself, the fisherman said to Pete, “Do ya know da
difference between a Norwegian and a canoe?”
Pete shook his head.
“A canoe will sometimes tip. Isn’t that right, lads?”
I looked at Pete and the fisherman and squealed, almost
peeing my pants. Adriana did, too. Meanwhile, John and
my husband were still trying to keep warm and regain a
shred of their manhood. They were sitting at the bar, still
wet. My dad smiled and sipped on his scotch on the rocks.
Combining all these elements, we had set up the
perfect ingredients for Adriana and John to enjoy a summer
cabin experience—beer, fire, good food, canoe tipping, and
bar buddies. I was a real estate virgin. I had never sold a
property before. However, after I posed the question on
the way back to the Twin Cities airport, Adriana and John
purchased the Black Dan cabin late that fall. Of course, my
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father was sad to see it go, which was why there was a
stipulation that he could stay whenever he wished. It was
a win-win.
My advice to realtors doing open houses for log cabins?
It isn’t the homemade cookies baking in the oven that sells
the place. It’s the smell of a fire and a cold beer in hand
while watching someone else tip a canoe.
That sale happened three years before my postaccident
pilgrimage home and repeat Black Dan Lake experience.

S w i mm i ng A g a i n t o
T r i u mp h I s l a nd

W hen I heard tires on the gravel driveway , I sat up
in the hammock. Out popped Adriana from the car, rushing
up to me for a big hug.
“Let me introduce you to Izzy. She was sleeping most of
the way here,” she said with pride.
Just over a year old, Izzy is Adriana and John’s first
child. The previous summer, I hadn’t returned to Wisconsin because my husband and I were busy moving him
to Hudson River Valley. He’d been going to school at the
Culinary Institute of America while I continued to live
and work in Fort Lauderdale. Most of my time away from
South Florida was spent in Poughkeepsie, New York.
Izzy had an innocent curiosity and chubby cheeks. She
and I hit it off immediately. I was not quite sure why; I had
never been a kid or animal person. But from her mother’s
reaction, Izzy must have known I was one of the cool, trustworthy people to know on Black Dan Lake.
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While John and Adriana aired out the cabin, I carried
Izzy down to the dock. As we sat watching the water bugs
and fish play in the water, I could imagine her growing up,
learning to swim, and capturing crayfish and little sunnies,
just as I did as a little girl.

An Invitation to Swim—Again
Adriana and John came down to the lakefront with a
beer for each of us and a bottle for Izzy. We all dangled our
feet in the cold water.
John asked, “Are you two going to swim out to Triumph
Island again this year?”
He’d remembered! On our last visit with them at the
cabin (when it was still owned by my dad), one beer led
to five after dinner one evening. That’s when I told them
I’d wanted to swim out to that island ever since I was a kid.
“Each and every year, it appears more attainable,” I’d said.
So the following day, unable to back down from my
fireside challenge of swimming to the island, I dared all to
join me in this daunting polar-bear swim. Nobody wanted
to be known as the one who stayed behind, so they all
accepted the dare except my father. Adriana and I actually
swam the entire distance (about three miles roundtrip).
John and my husband opted for lifejackets with the goal
of not having to work so hard, but I think the drag the life
jackets created made the swim harder.
To be on the uber-safe side, we did ask for a safety
escort, so my father followed us along in a pedal boat.
The water was deceptively frigid. The first four to five
inches had warmed in the sun, but the deeper part was so
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cold, a slight numbness took over our feet and hands if we
didn’t keep up a decent swimming pace. The trek to the
island wasn’t as easy as we’d all thought, but we did make
it there. It was no larger than the infield of a baseball field,
but the island itself warranted exploring. To our surprise,
it was home to the biggest imaginable population of horse
flies. They certainly claimed the island as theirs with their
relentless, unwelcoming bites. We cut the visit short, set
out on the return journey, and named the island officially as
Triumph Island.
When John asked the question about swimming to the
island three summers later, I said, “I’m up for it. Perhaps
after a visit to the Bumble Bee.”
With that said, we prepared the canoe for our trip to
the Bumble Bee. This time, I was up front; Adriana and Izzy
sat in the middle with John in the stern of the canoe. As we
passed by Triumph Island, I got Adriana to agree to repeat
the swim as we prepared for our landing—a better one than
the capsizing of last visit.
We beached it successfully and, like creatures of habit,
walked up the hill to the Bumble Bee. John carried Izzy
on her first visit to this favorite landmark. And who was
waiting for us? None other than Pete.
“Look who the cat dragged in. What can I getcha?”
John looked at us and said, “Three Spotted Cows and
two orders of cheese curds.”
Adriana and I smiled at each other and, in sync, piped
up, “Three orders of curds.”
Pete looked at me and said, “I recognize you. Don’t cha
know, I haven’t seen your dad for a while?”
I nodded my head. “Yes, my friends have purchased
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his cabin. He’s living in Florida. I haven’t visited here for a
while. Unfortunately, I had a major accident last year. This
is my first time back.”
“What happened? Car accident?” he quizzed.
“I wish. That would make the story easier to tell. It was
a tree accident in Hudson River Valley, New York.”
“What on earth were you doing out there? Trouble
setting up your hunting stand?”
“I’m sure there is plenty to hunt, but I don’t hunt. I was
visiting my husband, who was going to school there.”
Adriana leaned in. “Pete, you’ve got to hear this story.”
“I’ve heard many a story from behind this bar. I bet I’ve
heard an Ole and Lena joke something like it before. Do tell.”

Out of Nowhere
“Okay. While visiting from Florida, I left my husband
inside our studio apartment to watch the Patriots football
game while I went for a walk to see the beautiful fall colors.
Before leaving, I grabbed the last night’s pizza box and the
remaining trash and went out the front door. Right near
the dumpster, out of nowhere, a thousand-pound tree limb
struck me down, breaking my neck and leaving me unconscious.”
Taking a step back, Pete looked dazed. “You broke your
neck taking out the trash? Wow, what luck! You’re right. I
haven’t heard that one before.”
I took a sip of my beer. “Yeah, I know. What are the
chances?”
“How is that possible? You had a mighty stroke of bad
luck.”
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I laughed and said, “Yeah, it seemed like incredible bad
luck at the time. To add insult to injury, my employer in
Fort Lauderdale forced me to resign because I was unable
to return to Florida until I could be released by my surgeon
in New York.”
“Well, at least you had your husband around during all
this. Did you have family there as well?”
I said, “Well, yes, my husband was the one to inform my
parents and employer of the accident. He was the first at
the hospital. However, what I didn’t tell any of my friends,
family, or peers was that the day before the tree accident,
I discovered he’d been living a double life for more than a
year with another woman. You might say it this way: last
fall, all the balls dropped. I lost everything. I was in a hell
of a mess.”
“Uffda! I want to stick my foot in my mouth and forcefeed that weasel lutefisk. What a jerk! Regardless, more
power to ya. You look like you have recovered well.”
“Yes, I’m still recovering physically and building my
strength back. I’m now divorced, yet still leery of dating.
I’m putting my life back together with new eyes. That tree
gave me a shocking wake-up call.”
“You know who needs a wake-up call? Your ex. What
do you know about him?”
“Pete, it was his loss and my gain. I don’t know where he
is nor do I want to.”
“Let me buy you all a round of beer and something for
the little one,” he offered.
“Thanks, Pete. From all of us.”
As the three orders of cheese curds arrived with another
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round of beers, Adriana quietly asked, “Could you bring us
ketchup?”
“Oh yes, I forgot the Wisconsin salsa. In a jiffy.”
We quickly polished off nearly three pounds of deepfried cheddar cheese curds. I felt a heaviness in my tummy
but not one bit of guilt. Oh, it tasted so good going down. I
was hoping the beer and a swim to Triumph Island would
help with my backed-up digestion. Perhaps there should be
a warning for visitors to Wisconsin. Cheese lovers: watch
out for constipation. Best way to alleviate it? Drink beer.
We returned to the cabin to get ready for our repeat
Triumph Island swim—this time only Adriana and me—
although after a few beers, we didn’t feel confident we’d be
as strong as the last time.
We jacketed up and then set out for a tipsy float to the
island and back. If you’ve ever tubed down a river with a
floating cooler of beer, it was the same mood. We didn’t
plan to set any type of personal record that afternoon. We
just told stories until we got there. Fearing the horse fly
colony would eat us alive, we headed back right away.
That evening after a steak dinner and a little wine, I
crawled up to the loft and lay in bed, looking at the dark
night sky through the skylight. I felt triumphant, just like
the name of the island. I didn’t need to worry anymore. I
conquered the swim. I was strong. I was doing things I had
done before. If I could accomplish the swim, I could do
things I hadn’t done before, too. With no light pollution,
the stars shone ever so brightly. I fumbled for my sleeping
pills. I hit the hay unsuccessful in finding them but hugely
successful in sleeping.

Y ou K now Y ou’re
H o m e W h e n  . . .

W ith I zzy up before the sun , it was early to rise for
all of us. This was coupled with the parade to the composting toilet.
Remember, there was no running water. So, instead of
building an outhouse with a standard hole in the ground,
the cabin had a more environmentally friendly version.
With the composting toilet in the enclosed porch, no one
had to venture outside to go to the bathroom or have an
adventure with a hidden varmint in the shitter. This lesser
of two evils, though, meant a slight odor of eau de toilette
wafting through the door into the living space, kitchen, and
sleeping quarters.
I had a coffee and a light breakfast before saying my
brief goodbyes. I was off to Trempealeau’s annual celebration, Catfish Days, and so were Adriana, John, and Izzy. For
the next three days, I’d reminisce with family, high school
classmates, old flames, and the newest additions to every-
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one’s extended family. Admission to the biggest small-town
party was only a four-dollar button.
To be sure I got an accurate count of churches versus
bars, I once again placed a pen and tally sheet in the copilot
seat of the Jeep for my return trip past Winter, Cadott,
Arcadia, Centerville (near my childhood home), and back
to Trempealeau. I called Caris on my cell phone to advise
her of my arrival time.
“Do you need anything—milk or pop—before I get
there?”
“I did a grocery run while you were up at the cabin. We
should be set for the weekend as well as for our canoe trip.
I’ll see you when you get here. I’m in the middle of housecleaning. My goal is to defrost the garage freezer today.”
“Okay, I’ll see you soon. I’ll lend you a hand either
cleaning or entertaining the kiddos.”

Driving into Town
I entered town and turned down Main Street. In a matter
of days, it would be lined with every available folding chair
and blanket to save spots for the Catfish Days parade. Sunday
afternoon, floats of neighboring beauty queens would wave
at the spectators, and local marching bands would play the
one song they’d practiced over the summer. Escorting each
band would be a troupe of pompon girls (like my former
self ) sporting ponytails and synchronized moves.
The Shriners with their small cars and motorbikes or
the current Miss Trempealeau and her court were constant
crowd favorites. I remembered the year I was Miss Fish—
1995—only two months after my high school graduation.
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I’d be entering the University of Wisconsin at Madison in
the fall. Roughly eight of us—many of whom were my best
friends at the time—competed for the title of Miss Trempealeau and a fifteen-hundred-dollar scholarship. Unlike
other pageants, it didn’t have a swimsuit competition, but it
did feature an interview, fashion show, and talent portion.
That year—a first for the Trempealeau Pageant—I used a
wireless mic and performed an originally choreographed
dance while singing “I Wanna Dance with Somebody.”
You’ve probably heard Whitney Houston’s version of this
song—”I wanna dance with somebody. I wanna feel the
heat with somebody.” How racy for the pageant! Others
had sung ballads or played instrumentals while wearing
the previous year’s prom dress. Instead, I wore tight black
shorts and a black tank top. I kicked off my performance
with a rhythmic walk down the catwalk accented by a split
leap—one I’d perfected as a pompon girl over the previous
six years. Ah, memories—not to mention a spot-on foreshadowing of pushing the limits on many adventures and
personal challenges ahead.
I turned up onto Caris’s street, driving past the junior
high, which was also the venue for the Miss Trempealeau
pageant. I drove along the perimeter of the field that had
been the setting for our physical education tests—four laps
equaled a mile. I flashed back to the timed two-mile run for
the dreaded presidential fitness tests. Back then, I couldn’t
wait until I was an adult and could be out of the small
town area. How I wish I wouldn’t have grown up so fast!
Maybe by growing up slower, I would have realized what
was around me all the time.
Pulling into the driveway, I could hear Edie and Clay
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playing in the backyard on this beautiful sunny day. Both
had light complexions like their Norwegian beauty of a
mother, so they were covered with sunscreen, bug spray,
and protective hats while going from the swings to the
kiddie pool. Caris was out watering the flowers before she
tackled cleaning the behemoth—the garage freezer. Midwesterners commonly have a refrigerator/freezer in the
house with an additional pair in the garage. For most households in Wisconsin, the garage becomes the man cave, with
the refrigerator stocked with beer and the freezer with
venison from November’s hunting season. It was not unlike
the night I arrived into Trempealeau when Steve offered
me a beer from the “beer fridge.”

Mystery Meat
With a bucket of hot water, soap, and a sponge, Caris
and I entered the garage through a side door, and she pressed
the garage door opener, letting in fresh air and light.
She warned me, “I don’t have any idea what could be
in here.”
“It can’t be that bad. I mean, it isn’t like we are going to
find a dead body,” I replied with reassurance.
Caris opened the freezer. The crystals had formed a
large ice block so we couldn’t make out individual items.
I could see paper grocery bags and a large transparent bag,
but all the ice inside and out made the contents unidentifiable.
Brave as she was, Caris opened the two brown bags and
found packaged meat and fish worth saving. She and I both
had to grab the larger plastic bag, tugging to loosen it from
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its hold of ice. We looked at one another, and she said, “I’m
glad you’re here. I couldn’t do this alone. I wish we could
call your dad or even my brother.”
“Caris, what is in there? I think I see a claw,” I responded
with utter disgust.
We quickly dropped the bag and walked to the driveway,
away from the freezer. We needed a fresh perspective.
Not wanting to thoroughly examine the carcasses, I
said, “Could those be coons? From the claws and hair color,
that would be my guess.”
Not freaking out but not nearly as calm as she had been,
Caris said, “We have just extracted a bag of trapped animals
that my husband failed to clean and sell. Oh my God, he’s
going to hear from me.”
“Should we put them back for Steve to handle Friday
night?”
“Hell yeah,” she said with certainty. “I’m not dealing
with this. My brother isn’t around. What do you do with
not one but umpteen coon carcasses?”
We laughed and then went to the backyard to check in
on the kids.
There was something ironically comforting about
finding dead coons in a freezer. I knew I was home, back in
the real Midwest.

Old Flame
Later that afternoon, I was tallying my count of
churches versus bars on the back patio when my cell phone
rang. I picked it up, and on the other end a familiar man’s
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voice yelled, “Siefkas” (last name, like they do in sports).
It was my former boyfriend, Pierce, from almost fifteen
years before! He was the most eligible bachelor then and
remained a bachelor, albeit eligible and over forty.
Someone had told Pierce that I had arrived in town. He
was curious about how I was. After all, I had been recently
dealt a nasty hand of cards. Regardless, he knew that I would
be game for visiting some of our favorite hangouts while we
caught up. Maybe after all these years, he would be rusty at
his pool game. Could I finally beat him at pool?
“Wanna meet, say, around five at the old Sportman’s,
now Muddy’s?”
“Perfect,” I replied. “First round is on you. I’ve had a
rough year.”
“So I’ve heard. Glad you made it back.”
When I told Caris, she immediately said, “So, you’re
back in town, and Pierce wants to take you out. Maybe you
two will hit it off again.”
“Most likely we’ll play pool. But we’ll see familiar faces
at Muddy’s. And we’ll definitely have too many drinks. You
know Pierce; he’ll buy multiple rounds for everyone. We
shut down many a bar when we were an item.”
Teasing me, she said, “Sometimes the best way to get
over someone is to get under another.”
I rolled my eyes and shook my head in disagreement,
although she had a valid point.
I met with Pierce that evening. We did the normal pub
crawl that I expected. Yes, he beat me badly at pool. Indeed,
we did get a little tipsy, to say the least, but there was no
funny business. If I remember correctly—my memory was
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a bit foggy toward the end of the evening—we both walked
to Caris’s and Steve’s. I retired to my starred room and he
to the couch.
By the way, the tally result of churches versus bars was
the bars winning out twice over. My gut instinct was right; in
Wisconsin, bars outnumber churches by far. It just goes to
show that there is a lot to be said about liquid inspiration,
especially on any given Packer Sunday.

P i t y P a r t y at
a B aby S hower

I f you ’ re from a small town , you know how it is —
niceness to small-town folk is critical. It doesn’t pay to be
petty or snobby or to act like a douchebag. After all, your
waitress may be also your child’s daycare provider and her
husband your car mechanic. So you play nice in the sandbox
and live by the old adage, “If you don’t have anything nice to
say, don’t say anything.” That holds true especially in a town
so small that you can’t even get away with farting without
everybody smelling it.

Catfish Days
Whether you hail from a small town or know someone
who does, you know people never miss the community festivals. In Trempealeau, our festival is called Catfish Days—
quite fitting for a place on the mighty Mississippi. Plus
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the names Cheese Fest, Corn Fest, and Broiler Days were
already taken.
If you live in or used to live in Trempealeau or went to
school in the area, this is the summer weekend you return.
Catfish Days is the largest small-town, three-day endurance party I’ve ever witnessed. Some people call catfishing (attending and surviving Catfish Days) an art that takes
years to perfect.
At the beginning of the year, locals request time off for
it—the weekend after the Fourth of July. Any other vacations have to work around the Catfish Days calendar. In
July, it’s Wisconsin summer at its finest: hot and humid,
with brats on the grill. It’s the season for mayflies. Most
high school reunions, showers, and weddings are planned
around it so people who live far away can get back for a 241
weekend (meaning two events in the same weekend).
This particular year was no different. My friend and
college roommate, Elaine, had visited me earlier in the year
in South Florida and found out shortly after that she was
expecting a baby. What better time to host a baby shower
than the Friday of Catfish Days? She would return from
Tucson, Arizona. Everyone else would be in town. They’d
come to the shower and then later go down to Main Street
for the talent show at The Hotel and live music in the beer
tent.

Off to the Baby Shower
Before Elaine’s shower started, I stopped by her parents’
house to visit with both Elaine and Jay, her husband, whom
regrettably I’d never met before. I had been invited to sing
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at their wedding the previous fall until that tree limb
detoured my life. Elaine had beautifully long, lustrous hair
and greeted me with a big hug and her Colgate smile. She
certainly looked different than when she’d visited me five
months earlier. She was sporting a round belly with a proud
glow that was contagious, especially with her husband and
her mother.
I couldn’t help myself; I looked at her pregnant belly
and asked, “Can I touch it?” She nodded. As I rubbed her
tummy, I said, “It’s like a football. I know there is a future
Packer fan in there.”
“Oh, Heides, you betcha. My mom probably has a onesie
already in green and gold for her first grandbaby.”
Elaine’s extended family—a large one since her mom
had nine brothers and sisters—started filing in. Then came
her father’s side of the family and all our common friends
going back to elementary school. There were probably
forty women plus lots of little ones running around the
house. The tables were stacked with gifts, and a faux
clothesline was hung in the entryway to display all the cute
attire for Elaine’s addition to the family. A buffet spread
displayed pounds of cheese and summer sausage, dozens of
homemade cookies, pans of assorted gooey bars, chips, dips,
and a mixed fruit salad to make us feel as if we had healthy
choices, too.
Happiness filled the room as I saw one of my closest
friends celebrating with our classmates joining in, their own
children in tow. Yet sadness poured into my heart. It wasn’t
jealousy; I knew that. But the emotional contrast caused
me to think about my own life. I didn’t want my marriage
to fail, but it did. Luckily, I escaped without having a child
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who would tie me to my ex-husband forever. However, all
this family joy bounding through the room made me feel
like an outsider.

Why Did I Feel This Way?
I stepped outside onto the deck that overlooked the
river and bluffs. I should be happy for Elaine and the rest
of the women inside. My thoughts kept spinning. I didn’t
necessarily want children, but I did want a partner to share
life’s precious moments. I owned a three-bedroom house with
two and a half baths. But I was only one person. I certainly
didn’t want to clean all those toilets if I had only one butt.
The so-called “white picket fence” life I thought I’d wanted
didn’t suit me.
Even though I was thousands of miles away from my
Florida home and life, thinking about my loss made it difficult to reenter the party room. Was I losing an opportunity
by not following suit?
Still, I wanted to see all the gifts as well as help with my
gift, a survey of questions to ask the attendees. Afterward,
I would tabulate their answers and make a video called
“Catfish Days Survival Guide for the Little One.” Although
Adriana was still enjoying the baby shower and was not
ready to walk down to the Catfish Days festivities, I needed
to get out of the one-track baby conversations. I needed to
escape. No rules of etiquette would condone leaving a baby
shower early to go to a bar. But I needed to leave. I collected
all the completed surveys and left the rest to be completed
with the grandma-to-be.
I asked if anyone was ready to go downtown. Elaine’s
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brother’s wife, Tara, piped up and motioned toward the
door. Thank goodness I wasn’t alone in leaving the baby
shower.
We both knew that it would be too early for the beer
tent, but we would take a walk to The Hotel, grab a seat on
the deck, and watch the talent show. When the beer tent
opened, the others would be joining us.
I grabbed my purse, camera, and of course a can cooler.
Like any good Catfish Days survivor—or Wisconsinite for
that matter—I didn’t drink without protection, a can cooler.
As I walked out the door, I whispered to Adriana to meet
up with us at The Hotel.

G i r l s O nly

J ust like E laine ’ s baby shower , other activities
during Catfish Days weekend were celebrations or, in some
cases, rituals. For years, Caris and her four closest girlfriends
had planned a girls-only canoe trip down the Black River.
The Black River is a slow, winding river with sandbars for
beaching, picnicking, and camping. Luckily, somewhere
along the way, I was adopted by this group, probably for
several reasons: I was already in town for Catfish Days, I’m
an experienced canoe paddler, and by anyone’s math, one
canoe with three and another with two wouldn’t be as fun
as two canoes of three. They needed another person—me.
So like many years before, the Saturday of Catfish Days was
a day of sun, paddling, and beaching for girls only, away
from the boyfriends, husbands, kids, and relatives. It was a
rustic retreat with all the ingredients for the perfect recipe
for fun: sun, vodka lemonades, and unbridled laughter.
Each year, two boyfriends or husbands volunteered to
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drive us up to North Bend, another small Wisconsin town
located on the Black River. (By the way, it has more bars than
churches, too.) We’d rent the canoes and then get shuttled
upriver by the outfitter to the put-in point. Before loading
up, we’d split into our appropriate canoes based on abilities.
We’d also implement natural selection into this process—
that is, someone hungover from the Friday night at Catfish
Days would often be the damsel in the middle. Then we’d
launch for a half-day paddle with plenty of sandbar stops.

Short Version of My Story
Although I’d shared details with Caris about my rollercoaster year during our phone calls and in my visit, the
others were curious about my physical recovery, therapy,
divorce, and employment. Often, I pressed the Play
button on this abbreviated version: “Before going on a fall
walk, I took out the trash. Out of nowhere, a thousandpound tree limb struck me, breaking my neck and leaving
me unconscious. My husband was inside the apartment
watching the Patriots game. The day before, I had discovered he’d been living a double life for nearly a year. After
the limb struck me, I lay in the driveway of our apartment
complex, looking like a chalk outlined, homicide sketch.
Luckily, a neighbor called for help, and the fire department quickly got me to St. Francis Hospital. I woke up
in the ICU five days later. My mother and my husband
were present to put together the puzzle pieces for me.
I remembered nothing. Because of the lengthy recovery
away from my home and my job, I was forced to resign,
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thus losing my professional identity. During the summer,
I got divorced. So since last fall, I lost everything. All the
balls dropped.”
Just like everyone else who heard this story for the first
time, they were awestruck.
One said, “I can’t believe that your husband didn’t hear
or see a thing. Was he an imbecile?”
Another commented, “Obviously, he was, but wow, I
can’t believe your employer. How is that legal?”
Caris added, having more knowledge than the rest, “This
woman was through the ringer. Heidi was at the lowest
point that I have ever seen or heard her. It was a complete
cash-in-your-chips moment. She triumphed! Cheers to
you, my friend!”
Emma, who was in the stern of the other canoe, coyly
asked, “So, we heard you went out with Pierce. Is the love
bug in the air?”
Without hesitation, I said, “Okay, the cat is out of the
bag. We went out. We drank until we had to stumble home,
but the sparks didn’t fly. We had our moment a long time
ago. I know Caris is convinced that I need to just hop into
the saddle.”
Caris interjected while waving her cowboy hat, “Hell,
yeah. Yeehaw, cowgirl!”
I rolled my eyes. In her defense, I would have recommended the same cowgirl treatment if the shoe were on the
other foot.

Girls Only
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Capsized Canoe and Photo Ops
As we gradually emptied the cooler filled with vodka
lemonades, we started to get silly. Needing a bathroom break
about an hour into the ride, we spotted a suitable sandbar
and pulled in. My canoe reached the shore safely, though the
other one capsized, leaving our precious cooler of lemonade,
various hats, bottles of sunscreen, and cushions floating all
over. Of course, we assisted in the gathering of goods, but
it wasn’t without lots of gloating laughter. While I documented this canoeing hiccup with plenty of photos, I could
hear in the faint distance that identifiable laugh of my father’s
friend Matt, reminding me of the canoe-tipping incident at
Black Dan Lake. Once we rescued everything—including a
few bruised egos—we continued canoeing down the river.
We had to meet our pick-up people in enough time to get
dressed up for the best night of Catfish Days—Saturday.
We thought each bend in the river would be the last.
However, one of our captains, Emma, insisted we still
needed to pass a limestone cliff that had a rope swing. She
told us that landmark was well before our take-out point.
After another half hour, Emma shouted, “Ladies, we made
it to the limestone cliff. Check out the rope swing. Who’s
in?”
Three of us raised our hands. Both canoes beached near
the winding path that took us up to the twenty-five-foot
cliff where the rope swing was anchored. Feeling reluctant
to swing on a rope, considering I’d broken my neck ten
months before, I waited for Emma—a natural-born leader
and fun instigator—to go first. As she took her turn, visions
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of the last year—months in my full brace, with the words
of my doctors echoing over and over about how lucky I was
to be alive—raced through my mind as my heart began to
pound.
As if waking me up from a crazy dream, Emma yelled
from the water, “Come on. It’s your turn.”
With new eyes, I vowed to embrace the moment. I
took a deep breath and ran, grabbing the rope. Swinging
from that rope was the moment.
Alive and splashing in the water, I felt gladiator-esque,
filled with the euphoria of the jump I made. I scurried to
my canoe and hopped in, continuing to bask in my glory.
That jump and swimming to Triumph Island were addictive reminders of my survival. Perhaps even the billboard
I passed in Cadott was telling me to venture to one of the
poles. I needed to continue to take risks and seek adventure, reinforcing my desire to live in the precious moment.
As the sun began to set, we paddled and paddled some
more, with intermittent whining, until we saw our blessed
landmark, the Riverview Inn. We pulled up the canoes
to the bank and threw our paddles into a pile. We made
it! After we called our drivers, we enjoyed a celebratory
Bloody Mary and a burger.
Eventually, our designated drivers showed up. Knowing
two others would get this duty the following year, they “did
their time” with six tipsy, sassy ladies—in high-def surround
sound. We were en route to Catfish Days.

K i nd a L i k e V e g a s

I ntense celebrating happens once a year at C atfish
Days—a festival with carnival rides, a pageant, a talent
show, road races, a fishing tournament, cheese curd stands,
live music, and dancing in the beer tent. Imagine a town of
nearly fifteen hundred people with all of their out-of-town
visitors and families packing a city-block-long beer tent,
with standing room only. The attire for men is casual with
the customary billed hat and preferably either a Packers
T-shirt or some type of camouflage.
Women, beware of your toes. Dancing in the beer tent
is cramped and of questionable expertise at best. It is highly
recommended to wear tennis shoes with comfortable shorts
or capris and a tank top. Don’t wear anything that’s hard to
get on or off. The Porta-Johns are the only option near the
beer tents. And there is always a line: one beer in, one beer
out.
By the way, the beer tent only serves beer. If you don’t
drink beer, shame on you! When in Wisconsin, do as we do.
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Pay for your beer tickets at the booth in the center of the tent
and proceed to the back, where four or five large aluminum
water troughs display ice-cold beers. One of the local Lions,
who is dressed in a bright yellow vest with purple badges,
takes your ticket, serves your beer, and most likely offers to
buy you one once his shift is over. However, if you must
drink something heavier, you have a choice of three bars
with distinct ambiances to pick from: The Hotel, Muddy
Waters, and Vet’s. No party like Catfish Days is sustainable
without fuel. Smart and experienced Catfish Days survivors
will attest that you must order your cheese curds before they
sell out.
In many ways, I’d compare the late nights, high intake of
fatty foods, and “never say no” to another beer or round of
shots to a weekend in Vegas. Although you don’t have the glitz
and glam of the Vegas Strip, you leave Catfish Days as you
would Vegas—dehydrated from all the drinking and perhaps
nursing a few party wounds: bruises and broken sandals. And
like Vegas, Catfish Days can serve as a great place for matchmaking. No, you won’t leave married (no wedding chapel on
Main Street), but perhaps you’ll leave with a date who has
potential for marriage. Believe it or not, Catfish Days served
Caris and Steve well. That’s where their magic happened.
And nearly a decade later, they’re teaching Edie and Clay
their own version of Catfish Days survival skills.

A Dose of Home
Although I left Catfish Days overly tired, dehydrated,
and with aching feet, I appreciated getting a dose of home.
Gaining a fresh perspective on life sometimes requires trav-

Kinda Like Vegas
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eling out of your surroundings to a familiar place. For me,
Trempealeau and the surrounding area would always be
home.
By returning to my roots and spending time with members
of my clan that I’d known since I was a curious young girl
playing in the sheep pasture among the apple trees, I saw my
life and hometown differently. I saw it all with new eyes. I
noticed the sheer, simple honesty of the area: what you see is
what you get. There was something very secure about that.
There were no bells and whistles or multiple fancy cars like
in Miami. And I saw where some of my independent nature
came from. It wasn’t all DNA. It came from the community.
I was raised in an area where many were and continue to be
small-business owners, farmers, and contractors. They aren’t
concerned about climbing the corporate ladder. They do
their life their way. I chose the long, discombobulated way
to learn this lesson and value my hometown culture.
Although I wasn’t necessarily a tourist when I arrived at
the airport in La Crosse, I certainly looked like one. Tourists
who’ve gone to Mexico often buy sombreros, but they can’t
fit them in a suitcase unless it is one of those mini sombreros
for placing atop a tequila bottle. So, yes, I adopted the same
technique those spring-break tourists use: I wore my hat on
the plane.
I didn’t buy a sombrero in Wisconsin. Don’t be silly!
However, I did purchase one of those Cheesehead hats. I
wore it proudly through O’Hare Airport without too much
patronizing from Chicago Bears fans. When I got to baggage
claim in Fort Lauderdale, my father had no difficulty finding
me. I mean, how can you miss a girl wearing a Cheesehead
hat when you are in Miami Dolphins territory?

D at i ng : A P r o c e s s
o f E l i m i n at i o n

A fter being encouraged to start dating , not only
by friends and family in Wisconsin but also by my mother,
I wondered about taking that scary step. I hadn’t dated in a
decade. Back then we didn’t turn to Facebook and dating
sites. Few sites even existed. (Maybe I’m naïve, but I don’t
think sexting took place back then either.)
All I knew was this: anyone I dated would have to be
the opposite of my ex. I call him RB, which stands for Rat
Bastard. I would be looking for an anti–Rat Bastard. Although
I’d always had an affinity for Latin men, maybe I needed
to go for someone who had fewer cultural differences. My
mother stressed I should go on eHarmony and look for a
WASP (White Anglo-Saxon Protestant). Yes, that would
be an anti-RB, who was a dark Brazilian with a Catholic
upbringing. But I also needed someone who was successful—a professional, someone already living his dreams. I
didn’t want to have to prop up my next guy. And I didn’t
need another adult child.

Dating: A Process of Elimination
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I also wanted someone who cared to be fit and active, an
adventurer, and definitely a nonsmoker. How I put up with
RB’s smoking for so long, I’ll never know.
I knew online dating had become popular for putting
out lines to eventually catch desirable fish, but I didn’t want
to do it. I had heard nightmare stories of fake profiles, torturous dates, and the like. The only person I knew who developed a long-term relationship using the precursor to online
dating—the personal ad—was my mom. (Maybe that’s why
she encouraged me to take that route.) However, I resolved
to find dates the old-fashioned way offline but would investigate potential suitors online.
Plus I knew I’d look a little rough around the edges with
my recently broken neck, my divorced status, and being
unemployed. Yet, I also knew I could deliver a smooth story
while weeding out the losers in person. Depending on the
spin, some suitors would only hear single and available, right?
It didn’t take long to relearn that dating is a process of
elimination. I could hear my mother saying, “Make a list of
what you don’t want. It’s almost as important to know what
you don’t want to make the best decision on what you do
want.” That fed the process of elimination.
So, in the summer of 2010, I dove into the pool of South
Florida dating. With the help of my single girlfriends, I met
men of all shapes, sizes, ages, and defaults at the beach, at
concerts, or out dancing. By dating a bench full of losers
unlike RB, I quickly learned there were many undesirable
traits that even RB, the supreme douchebag, didn’t have.
However, these losers served a purpose. They helped
me hone my list of what I don’t want.

